An interpretation for computational solution is given for a new global extremum principle that models a generalized form of elastic/softening structural behavior. The principle and its interpretation are expressed in a form that accommodates arbitrary heterogeneity and anisotropy in the structural material. Also the stress-strain properties that reflect evolution of local softening are represented in the model by a set of parameters defined over the field of the structure. Thus. the model may be used to predict the general behavior of solid structures having non-uniform stress/strain fields that evolve with change in external load. A discretized version of the principle used for computation is based on a consistent. mixed-form finite element interpretation of the principle as stated for the general softening continuum.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the application of a recently developed extremum principle covering equilibrium problems for structures made of softening materials (as described for a one-dimensional stress state, a material for which 'change in stress per unit change in strain' diminishes as the magnitude of the load increases is referred to here as a softening material) [ 11. The formulation makes use of a superposition of an arbitrary number of fields, here termed 'constituent fields,' to represent total stress, and this feature provides for a constructive approach to the simulation of stress-strain properties associated with any softening material. This representation of the total stress tensor is in contrast to a number of other approaches to the analysis of non-linear material response (e.g. [2-41). With this construction, the non-linear problem is established in a form that in effect affords all of the advantages for analysis generally associated with having the continuum problem interpreted in terms of potentials.
For convenience, we first present a brief description of the principle stated for the non-linear continuum.
An interpretation of the continuum model into discretized form is presented next. The discrete-form expression for the extremum problem statement is obtained using a self-consistent, mixed-form finite element construction. This leads to a convex constrained nonlinear programming problem.
Computational solutions are obtained conveniently using standard software written for such problems.
Numerical results are presented showing, for several example problems involving twodimensional softening continua, the evolution of softening and the corresponding stress and/or deformation fields under increasing load. These results are demonstrated for a rectangular sheet of bilinear softening material that has variously located sets of stiffer or less-stiff inclusions, and also for a rectangular sheet with a central hole, solved for each of two choices of softening materials.
The continuum model
As indicated in the introduction, the present formulation of equilibrium analysis for softening materials is based on a construction where total stress is expressed as the sum of contributions from an arbitrary number of constituent fields. In the context of the variational problem, these stress constituent fields as and the field ui representing displacement appear as independent unknowns. The problem statement is given formally as (for simplicity, the formulation is expressed here for problems where specified boundary displacements have value zero): subject to:
[PI Scalar variable u represents a load factor, while X and t stand for a body force field and boundary tractions, respectively, FunctionsfY(a;) by which the constituent fields a$ are bounded are limited only by the condition that the constraints where they appear in problem [P] must be convex. Loads X and t, (constitutive) tensors L and Cy, and limits f' and g are data. Note that the lead terms, i.e., the quantity within parentheses, in the first two constraints represents total stress. The quantity being minimized in [P] is the appropriate quadratic measure of fields uk and a$ associated with this 'total stress'. Within mild restrictions on the spaces for the fields named, the problem outlined in this statement is convex and therefore uniqueness of the solution is ensured. The net constitutive character is determined in this extremum problem statement via the combination of specified values for tensors L and C, and the form of functionsfY and boundsf" in the constraints on the constituents a$. The model provides for the constructive simulation of material properties through the specification of these parameters, and the resulting stress-strain relation has a generalized polygonal form (a model for analysis of solids with piecewise linear material properties has been reported by Besseling [5] ). We note that an entirely equivalent alternate formulation is available in the form obtained when the argument cy of the fourth constraint in [P] is to be maximized within an upper bound constraint on the measure of energy appearing in the objective of problem [P] (the equilibrium constraints and constituent bounds are retained as is).
The maximizing fields and corresponding scalar value (Y associated with problem [P] comprise the solution to the equilibrium problem represented there; details are given in [l] . The formulation is distinct from conventional expressions of variational models applicable to the analysis of such nonlinear systems (see e.g. [6] ). It is unique by virtue of the feature mentioned above that makes it possible to synthesize the properties of a softening material, and also as a result of the representation of both stress and displacement within the single extremum problem statement. The multipliers associated with the set of constraints on the u;. fields are equivalent to what appear as internal variables in the usual model for systems with material degradation; in the present formulation they measure the differences between total strain and 'linear strain' associated with each of the respective constituent stress fields. These details also are discussed in [l] on the basic formulation cited above.
It may be noted that in the present approach, numerical results are developed for the non-linear problem without the introduction of incremental modelling. Computational solutions are obtained for the several examples described in Section 4 by the application of a minimization program directly to the finite element interpretation of problem [PI. The evolution of behavior associated with the progressive softening of a structure, assuming given material and load configurations, is established simply through the results obtained for a set of solutions corresponding to an appropriate set of values for data item g. The constraint on CY in [P] is necessarily active. For simplicity in what follows, the scalar CY is eliminated and the remaining cy in fact represents specified load.
Discrete formulation
In this section, an approach is presented for numerical solution of the linear/softening boundaryvalue problem characterized via extremum statement [P] of Section 2. Introduction of discretized fields for both displacements and stress constituents leads to a matrix form statement for the discrete interpretation of the extremum principle. Here the matrix form is developed for a specific choice of discrete fields in a two-dimensional setting, and the methods used to obtain the numerical results presented in Section 4 are briefly discussed.
Let the domain fl be represented by a collection of 3-node triangular elements with displacements interpolated linearly between element nodes, and let the u field(s) be approximated by piecewiseconstant shape functions, i.e., uij are constant within each element and are discontinuous at interelement boundaries. It is not necessary that the number of constituent fields in adjacent elements be the same. Thus, ui = c?:; N,d, and as = czfi; fiBo6, where diA is the displacement degree of freedom corresponding to Cartes& direction i at node A and asB are the stress constituent components for the yth stress constituent on element B. Nnod equals the total number of nodes and Nsloc represents the total number of locations at which stress constituents are defined in the discretized model. Note that for this case of element-wise constant stress, only one term in the summation on B is non-zero within a given element, while this is clearly not the case for a general discretization of the stress constituents fields.
Substitution of these discretized interpretations of stresses and displacements into the continuum problem statement [P] yields inn.
where {d} and {v} are the vectors of unknowns in the discrete re R resentation. Multiplication equilibrium equation by a virtual displacement field given as ui = c & NDci,, where the nodal of the virtual displacements ci, are zero at locations where displacements are specified,-and integration over the domain J2 leads (after integration by parts and substitution of the boundary condition equations) to
PI
(1) in the discretized domain. Thus, the simpler notation h(gi) -f < 0 is adopted here to describe the stress bound constraints in the discrete form. where the variable i refers to an individual local stress tensor u:, at the ith element.
As with the inequality constraints, the contribution per stress constituent to the coefficient matrix of the objective function may be reduced to an integral over each element domain of the corresponding compliance tensor C, the resulting block diagonal matrix being denoted by [Cl. The displacement term in the objective results from the inner product of the vector of nodal displacements and the first term in Eq. (2) with a constant multiplier, and thus the complete matrix form of the objective is
The The solutions for the numerical examples discussed in this paper were obtained using form [R] and the Fortran code NLPQL, an established subroutine developed by Schittkowski [8] for the treatment of the nonlinear programming problem via a sequential quadratic programming approach. NLVQL provides a solution vector which satisfies, to a user-specified tolerance, the necessary conditions for a local minimum. External to NLPQL, an automatic scaling algorithm was implemented in order to increase the rate of convergence and improve the condition of the matrices which are defined in the problem statement. This scaling, although routine in form, is a significant factor in the performance of the present numerical implementation of the extremum problem statement. As discussed previously, the convexity of the problem ensures that the local minimum is in fact a global minimum, and thus is the desired solution. Other solution approaches, perhaps taking advantage of the sparsity present in [D'] but not in [RI, are not considered here.
Numerical examples
A number of simulations are presented in this section to demonstrate the application of statement [RI, or equivalently [D'], for equilibrium analysis of structures composed of softening materials. In each of these examples the softening materials are simulated using just two isotropic constituents. The specific properties of the constructed material depend of course on the individual constituent properties as well as the form of the stress constituent limit. Poisson's ratio is taken to be 0.3 in each of the constituents of these examples, and as mentioned in Section 3, the complementary energy density form of stress constituent bound is used. The properties of the simulated material are then adequately characterized by the value of the combined moduli, and the modulus in the softened state (when the stress constituent bound is active). For the first several examples, an end loaded rectangular sheet with one of three given configurations of inclusions is analyzed using the finite element discretization shown in Fig. 1 . The linear/softening material of the sheet has a 90% reduction in modulus upon softening, while the inclusions are modelled as linear material, and are either stiff of soft relative to the initial modulus of the sheet. Specifically, for the initial modulus of the sheet identi~ed in terms of the elasticity tensor L and stress constituent compliance tensor C as Ljjk, + C;;k,, the inclusions are taken to have constant constituent tensor P(L,~~, + C&!,) where p > 1 for a stiff inclusion and 0 < F < 1 for a soft inclusion. The second group of results compares the response of an edge-loaded rectangular membrane with a central circular hole for two linear/softening materials with different softening behavior. The finite element discretization and boundary conditions for these examples are indicated in Fig. 2 . 
Central inclusion in a rectangular sheet
Two cases are considered for the elastic central inclusion: a soft central inclusion with modulus equal to one-half the initial modulus of the rest of the sheet, and a stiff central inclusion with modulus equal to twice the initial value of the softening material. In each case a uniform edge load per unit length is applied as indicated in Fig. 1. 
Soft central inclusion
Computational results are presented in two types of plots. For the examples involving inclusions, plots are displayed for the full four-quadrant model in order to provide better visualization of the results. The first type of a plot shows the evolution of the softened region by simply identifying which elements have softened at a number of selected load values. Fig. 3(a) , for example, depicts the evolution of softening for the case of a soft central inclusion. The shading in the figure is interpreted as follows: considering the level of grey associated with a particular load, all elements of that shade and darker will have softened at the current load level. Fig. 3(a) indicates the onset of softening in elements near the inclusion for a load value of 705, and the progressive spread of softening for a number of load values up to the final displayed load of 750. At the highest load shown, it is clear that nearly all of the material in the sheet has softened, and the location of the remaining unsoftened material indicates a 'shielding' effect, i.e., an effect which has the lower stiffness of the soft inclusion result in a lower stress level in the adjacent material along the direction of primary axial load.
Contours of effective stress (or strain, as indicated) are given in the second type of plot. The effective stress, defined in terms of principal stresses or and in by a,,, = (+{(~r -mu)2 + a: + (~fr})r'~ (and similarly for strain), is interpolated linearly between element centroids to provide reasonable contours of the results. Effective stress contours for the soft central inclusion are given for two values of load in Figs. 3(b) and (c) . The results emphasize the progressive development of regions of increased stress in a direction oblique to the load axis.
Stiff central inclusion
The evolution of the softened region is displayed for this case in Fig. 4(a) . The figure indicates that initial softening occurs adjacent to the inclusion and along the axis of applied load, followed by progressive softening at the sheet boundary above and below the inclusion. The shielding effect in this case is reversed in that the stiffer inclusion results in a region of relatively lower stress in adjacent material oblique to the direction of primary tensile load, and an area of unsoftened material remains directly above and below the inclusion. Concentration of stress in the stiff inclusion is noticeable in the stress contours of Fig. 4(b) and (c), as is the shielding effect. Portrayals of the results for stiff and soft inclusions are somewhat complementary in terms of their topological features. 
Edge inclusions in u rectunguktr sheet
The relative material properties for the two cases considered here are identical to those for the central inclusion examples discussed previously.
In this case, however, the inclusions are located at the two edges of the sheet, as indicated in Fig. 1. 
I. Soft e&y inclusions
The progression of the softened region for soft edge inclusions is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The evolution in this case is oblique to the axis of applied load, and shows similarity to that for the soft central inclusion discussed in Section 4.1.1. The shielding effect is again apparent in both the softening evolution and the stress contours (Figs. 5(b) and (c) ). The contours indicate a progression towards a region of uniformly increased effective stress between the two edge inclusions.
It is reasonable to expect. however, that the eventual trend would be similar to that for stiff edge inclusions, since after sufficient softening, the elastic inclusions arc indeed stiffer than most of the rest of the sheet.
Stiff edge inclusions
The evolution of the softened region, shown in Fig. 6(a) , and the stress contours of Fig. 6 (b) and (c) again indicate the complementary nature of results for the stiff inclusions compared to those of the soft inclusions.
Note that the shading scheme is reversed in the two contour plots relative to previous plots. A region of reduced effective stress is clearly visible in both the final plot of the softened region. and in the stress contour for the higher load. 
An array of soft inclusions in a rectangular sheet
In this simulation, four elastic inclusions are located in an array as shown in Fig. 1 , and are taken to have a stiffness equal to one-tenth the initial stiffness of the surrounding domain. The evolution of softening, given in Fig. 7(a) , is quite similar to that for the previously considered examples with soft inclusions, with the exception of the increased interaction of softened regions present in this example. The effective strain contours displayed in Fig. 7(b) and (c) clearly show the effect of interactions of the strain field disturbances due to each inclusion on the resulting strain distribution.
Sheet with central hole
In this example, a simulation is performed for the membrane shown in Fig. 2 with hole diameter equal to one-half the membrane width. Two sets of results are obtained, each set corresponding to a distinct choice of material in the sheet. The first material is characterized by a bilinear response under uniaxial load, such that the modulus after the onset of softening is 50% of the initial modulus. The second material behaves identically as the first up to the point of softening, after which its modulus is 1% of the initial modulus. In the following discussion, the respective materials are identified as 50% dropoff and 99% dropoff.
Figs. S(a) and 9(a) show the progressive softening for the 50% dropoff and 99% dropoff materials, respectively. In each case, the range of loads displayed is chosen such that a significant portion of the domain has softened. Of interest in the figures is the difference in the softening trend between the two materials, especially in the earlier stages of the load evolution. Specifically, one may observe that the boundary of the softened region for the more drastically softening material progresses, at least initially, in a comparably narrow region along the vertical centerline of the sheet. In comparison, the softened region for the 50% dropoff material is more diffuse, although the differences are less apparent at the higher load levels. Fig. 8(b) and (c) p rovide examples of effective stress and effective strain contours, respectively, for the 50% dropoff material. The stress contour shows the predictable concentrations about the hole, while the strain contour demonstrates both the localization of strain at the top of the hole and the presence of a lateral shielding effect. The (exaggerated) deformed shape of the membrane is also shown in both of the contour plots. Figs. 9(b) and (c) present comparable results for the 99% dropoff material. Finally, Fig. 10 displays a comparison of the overall response of the membrane for the two material types.
Discussion
A numerical implementation of an extremum principle for the equilibrium analysis of structures composed of linear/softening materials has been presented and applied to several computational, examples. At this point, it is instructive to consider possible refinements in the present approach, as well as to discuss a number of directly available extensions and applications not covered by the examples. It is clear that significant refinement of the computational approach is possible. For example, the choice of discretization structure used in the examples is admittedly coarse. Further, certain improvements in computational efficiency would be achieved by using a computational approach tailored to the specific functional forms involved in this problem.
Note that the general statement of_the extremum principle for the continuum, [PI, involves a set of very general parameters Lijk,, C&,,, fy along with the choice of the number N of local constituents.
These parameters allow for 'fitting', either in a least squares sense or according to some other criterion, of properties for softening materials over any range of interest. The computational examples presented in Section 4 exemplify application of the model based on the use of two isotropic constituents for approximating material response. However, arbitrary softening material properties are accommodated within the model, the only restriction on the problem parameters being those necessary to maintain convexity in the global sense. Specifically, the restrictions are: (1) positive definiteness of the elastic constituent tensor L, (2) convexity of the stress constituent potentials defined previously assuming linear elasticity, but further generalizable to U*((T$) for non-linear constituent response, and (3) convexity of the stress constituent constraints f'(~l.). The load paths considered up to this point have been strictly proportional. For the non-linear elasticity discussed in this paper, it is straightforward to accomodate any form of load path comprised of a sequence of segments, where the loading is proportional along each segment. This follows simply from the property that the formulation [PI, valid for proportional loading, is convex. As an example of its application, the model for analysis of systems including softening material has been extended to the treatment of optimal design of truss structures ]9,101. In summary, the constructive approach to representing general constitutive relations in the model provides for a substantial degree of flexibility in the method. The basic form of the extremum problem statement facilitates straightforward implementation of means to obtain numerical solutions.
